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ABSTRACT
Memristive memory (memristor) enables logic operations within
the memory array, where memristors in the same row or column
serve as a logic gate. Logic functions are implemented in the mem-
ory through netlist synthesis and in-memory mapping, which as-
signs each gate operation to specific memristors. The goal is to
minimize latency, which represents the number of clock cycles re-
quired to complete the operations. While multiple gate operations
can be executed in the same clock cycle, additional cycles may be
needed for copy operations to align the gate operations. Therefore,
assigning each operation to a clock cycle is a challenge. Further-
more, the results of in-memory mapping vary depending on the
input netlist. To further reduce latency, an integrated approach is
necessary to provide an optimal netlist. We propose two approaches:
(1) graph coloring-based in-memory mapping, where the gates are
colored to assign sets of gates that operate simultaneously, and (2)
integration with mapping-aware netlist synthesis, which iteratively
revises the input netlist based on latency evaluation; an incremental
method is employed to accelerate the process. Experiments demon-
strate that the coloring-based in-memory mapping reduces latency
by 17% compared to the state-of-the-art method. The integrated
approach achieves an additional 15% reduction in latency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional logic operation is performed within a processing
unit (i.e., CPU or GPU), and processed data is transferred into
the memory for storage. The data transfer between the processor
and the memory causes a significant overhead in both energy and
performance; for instance, a DRAM access consumes three orders of
magnitude more energy than a 32-bit add operation [5]. Processing-
in-memory (PIM) allows logic operations to be conductedwithin the
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Figure 1: (a) NOR and INV gate diagrams and their realiza-
tion using memristors, (b) a parallel operation for three NOR
gates, and (c) a copy operation for alignment of parallel op-
erations.

memory itself, so it significantly reduces the data transfer. Notably,
PIM achieves 110 times greater energy efficiency [12] and 23 times
higher performance [4].

There have been prior works to implement processing units
within memory cells, such as SRAM [1] and DRAM [10]. However,
they still require data transfer between the processing and the stor-
age. In this paper, we use a non-volatile resistive memory called
memristor [3], which is the two-terminal device with two resis-
tance values. The resistance is determined by the voltage across
the memristor, and then its resistance state is preserved. Low and
high resistance states represent logic 1 and 0, respectively. So, logic
gates are implemented solely bymemristors, calledmemristor-aided
logic [7].

In memristor-aided logic, a logic function can be realized as a
sequence of NOR and INV operations. All logic gates in the corre-
sponding netlist are mapped onto memristive memory array. This
process, which is known as in-memory mapping, specifies which
memristors are used to perform the gate operation (i.e., NOR or
INV) at a given clock cycle. As shown in Figure 1(a), NOR and INV
gates are implemented by one or more input memristors and a sin-
gle output memristor in a row (or column) of memristive memory
array. The gate operation is executed by applying a gate voltage
(𝑉𝐺 ) to each input memristor and grounding the output memristor
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Figure 2: The NOR and INV netlist (a) colored through graph coloring formulation, (b) transformed into a netlist with minimum
latency using the proposed netlist synthesis, and (c) mapped onto memristive memory array by formulating CP.

simultaneously, in which the gate inputs 𝑎, 𝑏 and the gate output
𝑦 correspond to resistance states of the input memristors and the
output memristor, respectively. NOR or INV operations can be con-
ducted in parallel by aligning the respective inputs and outputs of
multiple gates on the same column (or row), as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(b). It should also be noted that additional copy operations may
be required due to the alignment for parallel operations in the next
clock cycle (see 𝑦1 in Figure 1(c)); the copy uses two INV operations
to move the resistance state of one memristor to another.

The objective of in-memory mapping is to minimize the total
number of clock cycles required for completing all gate operations,
called latency. Staircase-structure mapping [15] aims to maximize
parallel operations, but it also causes copy operations to align the
inputs and output formultiple gates at each level of the netlist. In [2],
latency optimization problem is formulated through integer linear
programming (ILP). It is very time-consuming for large circuits
because the optimizer searches all possible operations by mapping
gates to various locations. To reduce its runtime, multiple ILPs
are used [14] by partitioning the netlist. However, a large number
of copy operations are required for connecting the partitions. In
addition, none of these methods consider latency during netlist
synthesis; instead, they just use the conventional netlist synthesis
which aims to minimize the area (i.e., the number of gates in the
netlist).

In this paper, we address a mapping method using graph color-
ing, and its integration with mapping-aware netlist synthesis. First,
coloring-based in-memory mapping is introduced to maximize par-
allel operations without copies. Parallel operations are assigned
through graph coloring formulation such that gates with the same
color operate in parallel. For the colored netlist, in-memory map-
ping is performed by formulating constraint programming (CP).
Second, in-memory mapping is integrated with the proposed netlist
synthesis, which utilizes a rewriting algorithm and an incremental
graph coloring method. The rewriting algorithm iteratively per-
forms local replacements in the netlist to minimize latency, and
the incremental graph coloring accelerates the iterative latency
evaluations by reusing an existing coloring result.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
• In-memory mapping based on graph coloring, which maxi-
mally assigns parallel operations without copy overhead.

• Integrated approach, which synthesizes the netlist in corre-
lation with in-memory mapping to further reduce latency
through local replacements and quick latency evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The details
of the integrated netlist synthesis and in-memory mapping are
presented in Section 2. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
assessed in terms of latency in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.

2 PROPOSED METHODS
Figure 2 illustrates an overview of our three approaches, where 𝑥
and𝑦𝑖 denote the primary input and the gate 𝑔𝑖 output, respectively.
First, a NOR and INV netlist is colored by graph coloring formula-
tion. In this process, sets of parallel operations are assigned in such
a way that gates capable of parallel operation share the same color
(Figure 2(a)). Since each parallel operation takes one clock cycle, the
number of colors directly represents latency. Second, the proposed
netlist synthesis transforms a netlist into logically equivalent one
with the minimum number of colors (Figure 2(b)). Third, constraint
programming (CP) is formulated to perform in-memory mapping
for a colored netlist. As a result, we obtain an operation sequence
where gates with the same color operate simultaneously in each
clock cycle, and a mapping result in which the inputs and outputs of
gates are aligned within the memristive memory array; Figure 2(c)
shows the mapping result of Figure 2(b). The proposed coloring-
based mapping utilizes the first and third approaches, while the
integrated method applies all three approaches.

2.1 Parallel Operation Assignment Using Graph
Coloring

A graph coloring problem is formulated based on four rules that
reflect an efficient in-memory mapping approach, which maximizes
parallel operations without requiring copies. To solve the formula-
tion, we employ a graph coloring algorithm [8], which yields the
best solution compared to other heuristic algorithms. Then, we
derive a colored netlist which consists of gates with correspond-
ing colors. Note that this graph coloring result is utilized in the
proposed netlist synthesis (Section 2.2), which finds a netlist with
the minimum number of colors, and in the CP-based in-memory
mapping (Section 2.3), where multiple gates sharing the same color
are aligned.

Figure 3 shows an example of graph coloring formulation. NOR
and INV netlist is modeled as an undirected graph, where a vertex
𝑣𝑖 corresponds to a gate 𝑔𝑖 and an edge 𝑒𝑖 𝑗 connects two vertices 𝑣𝑖
and 𝑣 𝑗 when they satisfy any of the three conditions.
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Figure 3: (a) An example NOR and INV netlist and (b) the
result of its graph coloring formulation.

2.1.1 Signal Dependency. Signal path is a connection of gates
where signals propagate from primary inputs to primary outputs.
If two gates are part of the same signal path, the output of one gate
propagates through intermediate gates and then serves as the input
of the other gate. As a result, they cannot operate in parallel due
to their signal dependency. For instance, as shown in Figure 3(a),
the output of gate 𝑔1 is provided to gate 𝑔5 through gate 𝑔4, so this
constructs the signal dependency between gates 𝑔1 and 𝑔5. In the
same manner, all gates in the signal path {𝑔1, 𝑔4, 𝑔5, 𝑔7} cannot be
conducted in parallel. Therefore, an edge is added between each
pair of vertices 𝑣1, 𝑣4, 𝑣5, and 𝑣7.

2.1.2 Gate Type. NOR and INV gates operate in separate clock
cycles because they use different numbers of input memristors.
Thus, we add an edge between vertices with different gate types. As
shown in Figure 3(b), the vertex 𝑣4 corresponding to the INV gate
𝑔4 is connected to all vertices that are associated with NOR gates. In
addition, we consider the gate connected to the fanout, called fanout
gate. It is necessary to perform continuous parallel operations in-
stead of maximizing parallel operations at specific clock cycles;
otherwise, there would be no more parallel operations in the next
cycles. Accordingly, gates with fanouts connected to different NOR
gates should not operate in parallel. If the fanout gates are different
and at least one of them is a NOR gate, an edge connects between
the corresponding vertices. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), an edge 𝑒12
is generated because the fanouts of the associated gates 𝑔1 and 𝑔2
are connected to INV gate 𝑔4 and NOR gate 𝑔6, respectively. Note
that if all fanout gates are of type INV, no edges are constructed.
This is because INV gates use only one input memristor, which
does not affect alignment.

2.1.3 Number of Fanouts. An output of a gate operation can be
stored in multiple memristors, which is achieved by grounding
the output memristors at a clock cycle. This allows for providing
inputs to the gates connected to fanouts in a single cycle, and
then enables those gates to operate in parallel. If the number of
fanouts differs between two gates, they use a different number of
output memristors, which results in them executing at separate
clock cycles. Thus, we create edges between gates with different
numbers of fanouts. Also, the gate connected to the fanin, called
fanin gate, is taken into account. The difference in the number of
fanouts for fanin gates leads to those gates operating on different
clock cycles. It affects the mapping of the next gates connected to
the fanouts of the fanin gates. To reflect this condition for fanin
gate, we compare sets that consist of the number of fanouts. If the
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Figure 4: Overall flow of NIG rewriting.

sets for the fanin gates are different, we add an edge between the
vertices corresponding to the two gates.

2.2 Mapping-Aware Netlist Synthesis
A logic function is represented as aNOR and INVnetlist. To decrease
the latency of the resulting netlist, we propose the NIG rewriting
method, which transforms the netlist into another logically equiv-
alent one with minimum latency. The latency is presented as the
number of colors derived from our graph coloring formulation,
eliminating the need to calculate latency through in-memory map-
ping; the runtime for executing mapping once is much larger than
the time taken for a single graph coloring formulation.

Even though performing the graph coloring algorithm [8] once is
fast, the total runtime for latency evaluation largely increases with
the number of gates in the netlist. It is because as the netlist size is
larger, the number of enumerated subgraphs increases. This results
in a significant number of graph coloring formulations. In addition,
the coloring algorithm exhibits 𝑂 (𝑛2) time in the 𝑛-vertex graph,
where 𝑛 denotes the number of gates in a netlist. To significantly
reduce the runtime, we propose an incremental graph coloring
method. It revises an existing coloring result, instead of performing
entirely new graph coloring formulation.

2.2.1 NIG Rewriting. Figure 4 shows the overall flow of the pro-
posed rewriting method. We model an input netlist as NOR-INV
graph (NIG), where vertices correspond to NOR gates while edges
represent gate connections. INV gates are denoted by black markers
on the edges. To explore the logically equivalent netlists, a library
is created from pre-computed library [9] which stores logically
equivalent AIG subgraphs for 4-variable functions; NIG is obtained
by converting each AND gate of AIG into NOR and INV gates, and
then NIG subgraph library is derived.

For each vertex of NIG, we perform subgraph enumeration,
which searches all logically equivalent subgraphs in the NIG sub-
graph library; input NIG can be transformed into an equivalent
NIG by using those subgraphs. Each of the equivalent NIG is evalu-
ated in latency through the proposed incremental graph coloring
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Figure 5: (a) An example of two logically equivalent netlists
and (b) incremental graph coloring.

method. Finally, among the equivalent subgraphs, the subgraph of
input NIG is replaced with the optimal subgraph that minimizes
the latency. The same process sequentially repeats for all vertices
in topological order.

2.2.2 Incremental Graph Coloring. Figure 5 shows an example of
incremental graph coloringmethod, where subgraph1 in the netlist1
is logically equivalent with subgraph2 in the netlist2 (see dotted
lines in Figure 5(a)). A coloring result1 for netlist1 is obtained using
an algorithm introduced in [8]. Then, we revise the coloring result1
to formulate the graph coloring problem for netlist2. The subgraph1
vertices 𝑣1 and 𝑣4 that are not in subgraph2 are removed with those
edges 𝑒1𝑖 and 𝑒4𝑗 , while subgraph2 vertices 𝑣8 and 𝑣9, which are
not present in netlist1, are added with their corresponding edges
𝑒8𝑘 and 𝑒9𝑙 (see red lines in Figure 5(b)). Finally, except for the
explored gate 𝑔5, all subgraph2 vertices 𝑣2, 𝑣3, 𝑣8, and 𝑣9 are colored
by the graph coloring algorithm, resulting in the coloring result2
for netlist2.

The incremental method confines vertex exploration within the
subgraph. This ensures that regardless of the netlist size, coloring is
only applied to vertices of the subgraph. In addition, the remaining
vertices outside the subgraph have pre-determined colors. Thus,
the complexity is significantly reduced to 𝑂 (𝑚2), where𝑚 denotes
the number of gates in the subgraph. Reusing the existing coloring
result may slightly increase the number of colors used, but the im-
pact is small. This is because, despite the subgraph replacement, the
relationships between vertices outside the subgraph are preserved.

2.3 In-Memory Mapping Using CP
In-memory mapping is performed by formulating constraint pro-
gramming (CP) for a colored netlist. In this formulation, the loca-
tions of both the input and output memristors for each gate are
determined while satisfying the alignment constraints. Operation
sequence is derived from colored gate sets, in which gates sharing
the same color execute parallel operations, while gates with differ-
ent colors operate in different clock cycles. The formulated CP can
be quickly solved because its goal is to find a solution that satisfies
the alignment constraints, unlike previous works [2, 14] that solve
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Figure 6: In-memory mapping through CP formulation,
which perform alignments between parallel operation sets.

the latency optimization problem. In addition, parallel operation
sets, which are obtained from the colored gates, are provided to
CP. Thus, alignments are performed based on the sets, instead of
individual gates, as shown in Figure 6.

2.3.1 CP Formulation. We utilize row and column indices as coor-
dinates for both the input and output memristors. The coordinate
of NOR gate 𝑔𝑖 is defined as:{

(𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 ), (𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 ), (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 )
}
, (1)

where the gate inputs 𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 , and the gate output 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 are
mapped to (𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 ), (𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 ), and (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 ), respec-
tively, with row indices 𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 , 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 ∈ N and column indices
𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 ∈ N. For INV gate 𝑔𝑖 , only one input is used for
its coordinate, i.e.,

{
(𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 ), (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 )

}
. For instance,

in Figure 6, the coordinates of NOR gate 𝑔2 and INV gate 𝑔8 are{
(2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3)

}
and

{
(2, 3), (2, 4)

}
, respectively.

Each gate in a netlist operates in a row or a column. For a gate
𝑔𝑖 , the inputs 𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 , 𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 and the output 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 are arranged either
in the same row and different columns or in the same column and
different rows, which is given by:{(

𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖

)
&

(
𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖

)}
(2)

| |
{(
𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖

)
&

(
𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖

)}
.

Since gates 𝑔𝑖 and 𝑔 𝑗 with the same color operate in parallel, they
should be aligned in columns or rows. This is represented by:[{(

𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑗
)
&

(
𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)}
(3)

| |
{(
𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑐𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)}]
| |
[{(

𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑗
)
&

(
𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)}
| |
{(
𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑟𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)}]
,

where the gates𝑔𝑖 and𝑔 𝑗 should simultaneously satisfy Equation (2).
If a gate output 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 serves as another gate input 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗 (i.e., 𝑖𝑛1𝑔𝑗
or 𝑖𝑛2𝑔𝑗 ), 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 and 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗 are mapped to the same memristor. The
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connectivity between gates 𝑔𝑖 and 𝑔 𝑗 is given as:(
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗

)
&

(
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗

)
. (4)

To preserve resistance states of output memristors, the outputs
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 and 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗 of two different gates 𝑔𝑖 and 𝑔 𝑗 should not overlap;
thus, they are mapped to different memristors, which is represented
as: (

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)
| |
(
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑖 ≠ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑗

)
. (5)

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A set of test circuits from ISCAS85 benchmarks [6] are taken for
the experiments, which are listed in Table 1 in order of circuit
complexity. Conventional netlist synthesis is conducted using a
standard logic synthesis tool (ABC) [11], and the number of gates in
the resulting netlist is presented in column 2 of Table 1. Our netlist
synthesis and in-memory mapping are implemented in C++. The
number of colors in the graph coloring formulation is calculated by
a coloring algorithm [8]. The solutions of ILP and CP are obtained
using a commercial solver [13].

3.1 In-Memory Mapping
In Table 1, we assess our in-memory mapping in terms of latency.
Our proposed method (coloring) is compared with two previous ap-
proaches: staircase method [15] and partitioning-basedmethod [14].
Each test circuit is synthesized into a NOR and INV netlist through
conventional netlist synthesis. The netlist ismapped by our coloring-
based method, and the resulting latency is presented in column
5. Previous methods are also applied to the same netlist, and the
latency differences from our approach are shown in columns 3-4
(see parentheses). For the partitioning-based approach, we vary
partition sizes and select the best result within the runtime limit
of 24 hours; this ensures tractability because solving ILP for large
partitions causes significant runtime overhead.

Our method consistently outperforms the previous approaches,
demonstrating reliable improvements across all test circuits. Specif-
ically, we achieve the minimum latency compared to both the stair-
case and partitioning-based methods, which increase the average
latency by 31% and 17%, respectively. This is because our graph
coloring formulation maximizes parallel operations without copy
overhead. It is important to note that the proposed method shows
greater latency reduction, particularly for larger circuits. This comes
from the fact that copy operations in previous methods increase
with the circuit size due to the larger complexity of the mapping
process. In the staircase method, gates from each level are alter-
natively mapped in rows and columns. Then, inputs for the next
level are provided through simple alignments using copy opera-
tions. Similarly, the partitioning-based approach formulates ILPs
individually for each partition. Even though the resulting latency
in a partition is minimized, a large number of copy operations are
required to align between multiple partitions. On the other hand,
our solution is not affected by such copy overhead.

We further evaluate our method in terms of efficiency by com-
paring its runtime with that of the partitioning-based approach. We
gradually increase the partition size for the previous approach until
it achieves a similar latency to ours, without setting any runtime
limit. As a result, in the case of the smallest test circuit (c432), the

Table 1: Comparison of various in-memory mapping meth-
ods in latency

Latency

Circuits #Gates Staircase
[15]

Partitioning
[14]

Coloring
(Proposed)

c432 251 225 (+24%) 204 (+13%) 181
c880 521 427 (+26%) 382 (+13%) 339
c1908 583 517 (+26%) 465 (+14%) 409
c499 606 242 (+27%) 219 (+15%) 190
c1355 606 236 (+27%) 216 (+16%) 186
c2670 1060 551 (+30%) 493 (+16%) 425
c3540 1422 1435 (+33%) 1270 (+18%) 1079
c5315 1989 1361 (+35%) 1196 (+18%) 1011
c7552 2345 2182 (+37%) 1913 (+20%) 1597
c6288 2718 3751 (+40%) 3491 (+31%) 2672

Average +31% +17%

partitioning-based method exhibits the same latency of 181; but
it takes over a week, while our mapping is completed within 5
minutes. Notably, the maximum runtime from our method among
all test circuits is only 50 minutes for c6288.

3.2 Integrated Method
The goal of the proposed integrated method is to achieve further
reduction in latency by obtaining an optimal netlist based on the
resulting latency of in-memory mapping. In Table 2, we assess our
integrated method in terms of latency compared to our coloring-
based mapping, where the input netlist is obtained from conven-
tional netlist synthesis (see column 5 of Table 1). As listed in column
4, the latency difference compared to our coloring-based mapping
is shown in parentheses, and the proposed integrated approach
exhibits an additional 15% reduction in latency, on average. We
observe that the latency difference increases with the circuit size.
This is because in-memory mapping becomes more complex as the
circuit is larger; the alignments between more gates are considered.
Thus, to minimize the resulting latency of in-memory mapping,
netlist synthesis should be performed in correlation with the map-
ping. But, conventional netlist synthesis simply reduces the area
of the netlist, so it results in a netlist which requires more copy
operations.

To assess the effect of the proposed incremental graph coloring,
we create another integrated method as a baseline, where latency
evaluation in NIG rewriting is performed using a non-incremental
graph coloring method. The integrated method based on the non-
incremental coloring significantly reduces latency as listed in col-
umn 2, but the results are shown only for 6 small circuits due to
computational complexity, where the runtime limit is set to 24 hours.
On the other hand, our incremental coloring-basedmethod achieves
latency reductions for all test circuits. As shown in columns 3 and
5, the runtime gain increases as the circuit is larger. This is because,
when a circuit is modeled by NIG, both the number of vertices
to explore and the number of subgraphs enumerated from those
vertices increase in proportion to the circuit size. Accordingly, more
graph coloring formulations for latency evaluation are required.
Also, the runtime gain comes from the fact that the time taken for
a single execution of the graph coloring algorithm [8] increases
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Table 2: Comparison of two integrated methods in latency
and runtime

Circuits Non-incremental coloring Incremental coloring
Latency Runtime Latency Runtime

c432 158 (-13%) 28m 163 (-10%) 5m
c880 294 (-13%) 159m 304 (-10%) 13m
c1908 350 (-14%) 524m 363 (-11%) 15m
c499 162 (-15%) 605m 168 (-12%) 16m
c1355 159 (-15%) 595m 165 (-11%) 16m
c2670 352 (-17%) 1031m 366 (-14%) 19m
c3540 - - 890 (-18%) 30m
c5315 - - 804 (-20%) 36m
c7552 - - 1264 (-21%) 39m
c6288 - - 2094 (-22%) 52m

Average -15%

according to the time complexity (see Section 2.2). Even though the
proposed integrated method achieves about 3% less reduction in
latency compared to the non-incremental approach, this compro-
mise is acceptable considering the significant runtime gain, e.g., 54
times for c2670. In addition, the runtime overhead resulting from
integrating the proposed netlist synthesis is negligible; it’s only
about 3% for the largest test circuit (c6288). This indicates that our
integration is very effective in reducing latency.

The resulting latency of in-memory mapping can vary signif-
icantly depending on the synthesized netlist. Figure 7 illustrates
the changes in latency according to the number of replacements
conducted during three netlist synthesis methods: conventional
approach [9], NIG rewriting with non-incremental graph coloring
method, and the proposed approach using incremental graph color-
ing. A test circuit (c432) serves as input for each netlist synthesis
method. Conventional rewriting and the other two NIG rewriting
methods perform replacements until the area and latency converge,
respectively. We observe that the latency from the conventional
netlist synthesis does not continue to decrease; in fact, latency even
increases at specific replacements. In contrast, the other two meth-
ods consistently reduce latency with each replacement. This shows
the importance of considering in-memory mapping during netlist
synthesis.

4 CONCLUSION
We have addressed a coloring-based in-memory mapping, and its
integration with mapping-aware netlist synthesis. Graph coloring
formulation is performed to maximally assign parallel operations
without copy overhead. The gates capable of parallel operation are
assigned with the same color. In-memory mapping for the colored
netlist is then performed by formulating constraint programming
(CP). Our netlist synthesis employs a rewriting algorithm to obtain
the netlist with minimum latency. The input netlist is iteratively
transformed based on latency evaluation through an incremental
graph coloring method. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed coloring-based mapping achieves 17% reduction in latency
compared to the state-of-the-art method. The integrated approach
further reduces 15% of latency from our coloring-based method.
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Figure 7: Latency per replacement conducted by conventional
rewriting [9], NIG rewriting with non-incremental graph
coloring method, and the proposed rewriting.
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